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We all look back and realise there were times in our life that 
were significant; for me they include first kisses, moving 
to Manchester and riding without stabilisers. Then about 
three weeks ago I went into a tattoo shop and asked them to 
inscribe Maggie May on my wrist, which soon turned into 
a full pin-up beauty on a bike. How did it come to this? 
I hear you ask. I realised with a grin on my face that The 
Spokes were to blame.

If bike love is a virus that we’ve all succumbed to, then 
it would be fair to say that I started showing the first 
symptoms around two years ago when a friend idly directed 
me to the fresh slice of heaven that is the Pashley website. 
as her non-cycling buddy, it was a cunning ploy as I’d spent 
many months yawning whenever bikes came up... and then 
I saw Maggie May and the rest really is history. I hate to 
admit it, but at 32 years old my most significant, ongoing 
relationship is with a 17kg powder blue hand-built lovely 
called Maggie May, best described as ‘solid’. I know my 
parents despair because they keep dropping hints about 
internet dating; unfortunately I’m so smitten with her that 
GSoH reads as ‘Great Set of Hubs’ rather than ‘Good 
Sense of Humour’.

The other thing you should know is that I’m a reformed 
rollerskater, having lived by the mantra ‘eight wheels good, 
two wheels bad’ for the past fifteen years. My teenage 
years were spent hanging out on street corners, generally 
not skating much but thinking I was pretty cool all the 
same. So when and where did I lose the bike love exactly? 
It all started off so well in the heady days, learning to 
ride on a blue raleigh with a little white pannier box and 
matching handlebar grips, before moving on to my next 
faithful companion - a golden, folding raleigh Stowaway 
(which would be so hot right now) and lasted me as far as 
University. I guess if I’m honest, it was arriving hot and 
bothered for my first seminar at university that was the final 
anti-cycling nail in the tyre... if I couldn’t look chic and 
cycle then the bike had to go.

This seems to mirror the experience of most young girls 
in the Uk; it seems that we cycle as kids before our bikes 
are consigned to the shed in favour of ‘girly’ pursuits, 
depressingly identified as shopping and ‘hanging out’. 
The Uk documentary, ‘Beauty and the Bike’, filmed in 
2008, explores this phenomenon. In it, a group of English 
teenage girls from darlington are given the opportunity 
to swap places for a week with a group of German teenage 
girls from Bremen. When the exchange visit takes place, 
the English girls are bowled over by a bevy of gorgeous 
sit-up-and-beg dutch bikes and the relaxed vibe that can 
only develop in a city where cycle lanes are wide and drivers 
courteously slow down in shared streets. on the return leg, 
the German girls are shocked by the lack of bike-friendly 

infrastructure and aggressive behaviour of motorists towards 
them. The reason given in the film for most teenage girls in 
Britain abandoning their bikes is that cycling just isn’t cool 
(shock horror!). Friends didn’t do it and it was regarded as 
dangerous, dirty, and lamely lycra-clad. I spoke with the 
filmmakers Beatrix Wupperman and richard Grassick and 
they explained, “It is really dangerous infrastructure that 
holds teenagers back from cycling. They state publicly their 
reason for not cycling as not being cool, but peer pressure 
against uncool behaviour covers a multitude of sins, and a 
key one is a fear of cycling on busy roads. With teenagers 
so dependent on the opinions of their friends, they do not 
cycle. In Bremen, for many teenage girls, you are a hassle 
if you do not cycle. In darlington it is just the other way 
round!” My home town of Manchester has a woeful cycling 
infrastructure which pokes a stick in your spokes and has 
some of the most dangerous roads in the country, so what 
made me rediscover my love for two wheels? again the 
blame lies firmly at the feet of The Spokes.

now as Iuck would have it, and without my knowing 
it, I landed myself a flat above Spokes HQ – a top secret 
basement full of mini bikes, hula hoops and pom-poms. 
Every Sunday, a black and green hurricane of girls would 
whirl up outside my flat to collect their mini bikes, 
collaborate and practice tricks. I was intrigued, often 
amused, and they made cycling look like so much fun that 
I just had to take the risk of being knocked down by the 86 
bus. The time came and I was finally convinced to put on 
their trademark green top. It wasn’t long before I realised 
that Spokes are utterly nuts about bikes; they dance with 
bikes, do tricks on them, ride them in synchronisation, 
challenge the council about our inadequate infrastructure, 
and more! Founded in 2007, their wider aim is to 
encourage everyone to see how bikes are a safer, sociable, 
and more rewarding form of transport. We all share this 
vision by performing at comedy festivals, schools and 
community events as well as dancing at the converted for 
critical Mass and bike festivals.

So what is Bike dance? Well there’s no definition of bike 
dance itself and even when an entry for it appeared briefly on 
Wikipedia recently, it was taken down when readers reported 
it as a joke! It seems that the origins of modern bike dance go 
back to 1996 when the San Francisco Bike Ballet organised 
a performance for hundreds of bicycles to be viewed from 
above, after which, a group of girls rode out together and, 
according to agent chaos from US-based bike dance group 
The derailleurs, “realised they were fed up with the male 
dominated bike scene”. This frustration led to a performance 
group which finally became known as The Sprockettes, the first 
internationally recognised bike dance group. I spoke with one 
of their members, agent Sweetpea, who explained, “our aim 
was always that of injecting a little bit of femininity into the 
bicycle scene. dancing with bikes in our minds was a perfect 
medium through which we could express ourselves in an 
entertaining way whilst also delivering messages of positivity, 
encouraging pro-physical lifestyles and advocating bicycle 
riding”. From this small beginning, the latest stats suggest that 
bike dance groups now number around twenty, and are spread 
across america, canada, Uk and Japan.
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The Spokes live by few rules but getting everyone to 
appreciate their own beauty and be body positive is up there 
with the best; as Em from the group puts it, “being so silly 
that you get some perspective and realise that everyday life 
doesn’t have to be so serious”. claire sums up the power of 
the bike for me well when she flatly says “when I ride my 
bike I can eat more chocolate” in-between wolfing down 
some dairy Milk (hell, a bike dancer’s got to find the energy 
somewhere). like many of our sister bike dance groups, 
The Spokes came about because of a shared joy, born from 
cycling and a desire to show that cycling ain’t just about 
being fast/macho/expensive (delete as appropriate). 

So now to the nitty gritty. Pay attention. classic bike 
dance moves range from the impressive – the spin cycle 
where riders on multiple bikes move around a pivot 
point - to the ridiculous; anyone for synchronised 
moshing? The Uk’s very own disco vixens, les Velobici 
from Bristol, have taken this to a whole new level 
with glow-in-the-dark props and a sexy, nonchalant, 
European attitude. Since writing this piece, I’ve found 
out that they include a fashion designer and three circus 
performers within their ranks, so they are clearly set 
to storm the scene. our “fans” including our principle 
sponsors, Bike Boutique in Manchester, often urge us to 
practice more and stop horsing around so much, but it 
just wouldn’t be bike fabulous if we did. 

Perhaps they don’t realise the strength of will and abs 
required for the acro balance that underpins some 
of the most impressive elements of our routines. led 
by the ever lovely owen from circus disaspora we’ve 
developed a range of impressive tricks including “Shoulder 
dislocator”, “Supergirl” (aka Iron Fanny), “The Frog”, 
“The Splat” and “The lady”. I can but hope that 2011 is 
the year that I’ll be riding high, lifted aloft on shoulders 
whilst someone else pedals or I find myself at the top of 
a human cycling pyramid, but regardless of all that, I’m 
simply excited that bike dance continues to evolve and the 
worldwide bike dance community continues to challenge 
itself to improve. our Spokey aspirations for 2011 include 
setting up the first world bike dance camp (to convert 
young girls everywhere to our cause) and getting onto tV 
without being on a reality tV show (thanks but no thanks 
Britain’s Got talent, we’re still not interested).

emily�(aka�archi-chick)�By day an architecture 
student helping to shape communities into better places, 
but by night (and when she dons her Spokes leggings) 
an Evel knievel style impresario, complete with cape and 
megaphone (very useful for marshalling us and organising 
super-fly alley cats). Following a recent and traumatic crash, 
she recycled elements of her ride with a new eighties frame 
to form red-Blue Bike which she uses for commuting and 
spreading Spoke love. Emily’s enthusiasm is infectious and 
she gives great “Thriller” during any dance off.

jen�(aka�sexual�healing�spoke)�Jen works in a 
Sexual Health clinic and does much good in promoting safer 
sex and positive biking, both things the Spokes are equally 
proud of. She heads up a fleet of Pashley-wheeling nurses, so 
really should be getting commission from the company. By 
day her sunny disposition is reflected in her choice of nemo, 
a sexy 5 speed tube rider but she’s also been known to ride 
a bike called Goldie Horn...make of that what you will.

becca�(aka�b-spoke)��Becca is a legend; outside of 
The Spokes she organises the Manchester leg of the World 
naked Bike ride which highlights the vulnerability of 
cyclists and the madness of our addiction to car culture. 
She took her sexy Boston folding bike on a 5000km trip 
around Europe this September, exploring sustainable energy 
solutions. nobody knows what her bike is called - it’s a 
secret just between them.

claire�(aka�chemistry�clare)��This girl rides a BSa 
racer which she converted to a fixie. I’ve not seen her face 
in the last six months - that’s just how fast she is. She was 
recruited to The Spokes by way of a note stapled to her bike 
and her favourite type of cycling is done during holidays, 
including coastal jaunts when she can feel the wind and 
waves in her long red hair.

zaneta�(aka�science�girl)��Zaneta is our iron lady 
who swore off The Spokes after breaking her arm in two 
places and dislocating her elbow, only to return and be 
absolutely fabulous. She is a hardcore mountain biker with a 
cheeky, addictive grin - something that came in useful when 
she convinced eight of her friends to help her move house 
without the use of a vehicle.

caroline�(aka�dr�caz�tops)��caz is seriously cool 
and so I wasn’t surprised to hear that her first ride was a 
spangly pink and yellow mountain bike. She’s still rocking 
a couple of hardcore cycles, including a cotic roadrat for 
commuting which laughs in the face of potholes. She’s both 
elegant, having taken part in a bike ballet last year, and hard 
as nails and as she puts it, “We’ve humiliated ourselves so 
often together that we’re now afraid of nothing”.

kat�(aka�counting�kat)��kat is half way to owning 
a bike museum, including a gorgeous custom-build called 
anarchy april which she uses to overtake boys in lycra 
(nice). She’s cycled across the Golden Gate Bridge in San 
Francisco, invaded the champs-Elysees with thousands of 
cyclists as part of Velorution Universelle in Paris and been 
featured on uber-cool blog copenhagen cycle chic. She 
manages to make being eco and vegan look effortless and is 
often recognised at green gatherings and grocery stores  
– she may be our first celebrity Spoke!
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But the main reason I love bike dance is that it’s at the chic 
end of the cycling spectrum. There is an unwritten rule in 
girls’ bike dance that each troupe adopts its own colour, which 
is often teamed with black, all the while shaking a sharpened 
spoke at the idea that you need to be a paid-up member of the 
hi-vis lycra army in order to cycle. In Manchester this has led 
to the adoption of the term “Spokes Green” to describe the 
bright shade often chosen by the team, whilst american bike 
dance groups including The Sprockettes and derailleurs have 
a sexy and alternative approach, donning trashed fishnets and 
short skirts. les Velobici out-chic us all in snowy white outfits 
that pay homage to the flowing sleeves and tight trousers 
adopted by our cycling sisters from the early nineteenth 
century. core member of les Velobici, Sylvie Zidek, tells me 
that the idea for their wigs came from ‘The trucks’ lyric, “my 
two favourite things in life are big afros and riding bikes”. She 
goes on to explain, “Bike dance gives you back that daringness 
(sic) that you lost when you turned seventeen. When you stop 
being a kid you can become fearful, but with bike dance I’m 
constantly falling off, banging every bit of my body on cold 
metal and you realise it just doesn’t matter”.

Fun is the key factor for all bike dancers, as we stake a claim 
in a scene that can be too easily dominated by fixie fixation 
and hipster chic... What I remember most about my first year 
as a bike dancer is the amount of time I’ve spent laughing, 
working collaboratively to choreograph performances and 
learning how to look after my ride (hell, I still don’t know 
how to change my own brake cables but I’m glad to know at 
least half a dozen women who do). as Becca from our group 
puts it, “I spend so much time laughing with The Spokes. We 
don’t call it training but bike play because that’s exactly what 
it is – playing. It’s sort of like being in a bike gang as a kid!”

Highlights thus far have included 2010’s Bristol cycle 
Festival‘s dance off against les Velobici and organising a 
second showdown with them at chorlton’s Big Green Festival 
in april 2011. These memories more than offset our few lows 

such being knackered after organising a bunch of free spirits 
and the permanently bruised shins that come from riding a 
bike designed for a child. our most difficult moments also 
include “traingate” where one spoke got dangerously tangled 
in a mini bike and the others had to free her at the same time 
as concealing that we’d smuggled too many bikes onto the 
train. Fortunately no Spokes have been permanently harmed 
in the making of this mini adventure so far and at least we 
have a trained health professional amongst our ranks.  
 
In a year that’s seen me go from armchair cyclist to shaking a 
raleigh Mustang in front of 300 people, I’ve recaptured the 
joy I first felt when I knocked off those stabilizers back in the 
day. as claire Spoke puts it “bikes are the solution to many 
problems. Want to save money on transport? Get a bike. Want 
to do your bit for the environment? ride a bike. Want to get 
fit? ride a bike. Want to lose weight? ride a bike. I could go 
on but you get the message.”  
 
all I can add is if you want to do this in style with a group of 
inspirational and creative people, and encourage other women 
to get back on a bike, start yourself a bike dance group. trust 
me, I’ve been there, done it, read the book and got the tattoo 
to prove it. 

................................................................................................ 

p.s. all potential bike dances group out there - when you’re up 
and running get in touch, we’d love a dance off!
................................................................................................ 
 
Links
www.thespokes.wordpress.com  /  www.lesvelobici.blogspot.com
www.sprockettes.org  /  www.derailleurs.wordpress.com
www.bikebeauty.org  /  www.bicycleboutiquemcr.co.uk
www.circusdiaspora.co.uk  /  www.ibikemcr.org.uk 
www.myspace.com/thesearethebrakes 
www.myspace.com/thetrucks
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